
INFORMATION 

to the participants of 52nd FIRAC Congress in 2013 

   

The congress will be held in Galyatetı, in one of the most beautiful holiday resort of Mátra mountains, 

in the four-star Hotel Galya. This resort is 965 meters above see level. The most of international trains 

arrives in station Budapest Keleti. A charter bus will start from the car and bus parking place of the 

station, Kerepesi út (street) on 16th May 2013, Thurday to Galyatetı.   The departure of the bus: 2 

p.m. from this parking. We request our friends to organize their travel to arrive till the departures of 

the bus.  

Our friend arriving by plane at Budapest Liszt Ferenc airport can take a taxi and arrive at the parking 

of Keleti railway station approximately in 40 minutes. The taxi charges add up about 25 EUR. You 

have to say to the taxi-driver: „Keleti pályaudvar, Kerepesi út felıli parkoló”. 

The fare of the bus to Hotel Galya is 10,- € and it has to be paid on the bus. Travel time: 120 minutes.  

We receive our amateur friends at the car and bus parking place of the station, Kerepesi út (street) 

from 1,30 p.m. with little FIRAC flags.  

Regarding return trip we start our bus on 20th May 2013, Monday to Budapest to the parking of Keleti 

station. The bus leaves 8.00 a. m. from Galyatetı. Travel time: 120 minutes. We request our friends to 

organize their return trip by taking account this time. The reception comitee will ask our friends during 

the handover of congress documentations whether they choose to return on Monday by bus or not. The 

fare to the parking of Budapest Keleti station is 10,- € and it has to be paid on the bus.  

The participants of congress have access to some wellness services (swimming pools, saunas) free of 

charge.  

Insurance. We suggest the participants of congress to effect travel insurance to their trip. Don’t forget 

your necessary medicines. 

  

The organizing Comitee of 52nd FIRAC Congress wishes you a pleasant journey 


